Zojirushi Stainless Steel Cool Bottle Comparison Chart
Zojirushi cool bottles are designed for holding cold beverages. The vacuum insulation prevents messy
outside condensation while keeping beverages icy cold for hours. Also see our Stainless Steel Vacuum Bottles and Stainless Mugs.
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Product Image

Model No.

ST-KA12

ST-PB08

ST-GC50

Color

Top Silver, Top Light Blue

Top Black, Top Pink

Clear Black, Clear Blue

Product
Specs

Capacity

41 oz. / 1.2 liters

26 oz. / 0.8 liter

17 oz. / 0.5 liter

3-3/8 x 3-3/8 x 13-1/4
(3-1/2 x 3-1/2 x 13-5/8)

3-1/2 x 3-3/8 x 10
(3-3/4 x 3-7/8 x 10-3/8)

2-3/4 x 2-3/4 x 9

19 oz. (23 oz.)

13 oz. (16 oz.)

10 oz.

46°F

46°F

48°F

Protective Holder

●

●

Shoulder Strap

●

●

Dimensions (D x W x H) in Inches
(Dimensions with protective holder, if applicable)
Weight (Weight with protective holder, if applicable)
Cold Retention*

After 6 Hours

●

Ease of
Use

Features

Disassemblable Stopper

●

Stopper Image

Flip Open Lid

●

●

Air Vent

●

●

Nonstick Coated

●

●

●

2 inches

2 inches

Wide Opening

2 inches

Warranty

5 year warranty**

*Rating is based on water at a starting temperature of 40°F (4°C) at a room temperature of 68°F (20°C) **Zojirushi America Corporation warrants only the thermal insulation of this product against defects
for a period of five years from the date of original purchase

Why should I get a Zojirushi cool bottle?

How does it keep beverages cold?

Cool bottles help you be more eco-friendly by reducing the use of
disposable cups and bottles. Not only that, it will keep your beverage cold
for hours without a refrigerator. So throw a Zojirushi vacuum bottle in your
bag and stay hydrated during your commute, work or workout.

The air between two thin layers of stainless steel that make up the body of the
bottle is removed to create a vacuum. Because there is no air, the temperature
on the other side of the wall does not transfer over, keeping beverages icy cold
for hours.
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~Stainless Steel Cool Bottle Glossary~
Reduces
Messy Outside
Condensation:

Vacuum insulation
reduces messy outside
condensation when icy
cold beverage is filled
inside the cool bottle.

Disassemblable
Stopper:

The stopper disassembles for easy
and thorough cleaning.

Protective
Holder:

Protective holder with
shoulder strap helps
reduce dents and
scratches, and makes it
easy to carry.

Flip Open Lid:

Lid flips
open at the
touch of a
button.

Air Vent:

Unique air vent design
allows air to flow in while
you drink, helping
beverages to pour out
twice as faster than
previous models.

Drink Directly
From the Bottle:

Drink directly out of the bottle by
flipping or twisting off the lid. Twist
off lids are conveniently attached
to the bottle to prevent them from
becoming lost.

Nonstick
Coating:

The interior nonstick
coating makes the bottle
easy-to-clean.

Wide Opening:

Wide opening accommodates
large ice cubes and makes the
bottle easier to clean.

Other Zojirushi Stainless Vacuum Products:
Stainless Steel
Vacuum Bottles:
Vacuum bottles hold hot
or cold beverages and
come with a removable
cup lid.

Stainless Steel
Vacuum Mugs:
Vacuum mug hold hot or
cold beverages and are
designed to drink directly
from mug.

Stainless Steel
Vacuum Lunch Jars:
Vacuum container
comes with multiple
compartments to
transport hot or cold
foods.
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The Story About Zojirushi:
Zojirushi (pronounced „zoh-jee-ROO-shee‟) began in Japan in
1918 as a manufacturer of hand-blown vacuum bottles. Today,
Zojirushi‟s product line extends to high-end small appliances
such as rice cookers, breadmakers and coffee makers, high
quality vacuum insulated products like vacuum bottles, lunch
jars and carafes, and commercial restaurant and coffee
equipment. The name Zojirushi means “Elephant brand” in
Japanese.
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